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About This Game

Wordlase is a word-puzzle game. You need to compile words from the letters of offered one. For example, you can make words
"ant" and "potion" from the letters of "interpolation". But you can't assemble "mol" since there is no "m" letter. You need to

know 3655 unique words and press the button 14568 times to completely finish 30 demo levels. Play, have fun, become
educated!

Remember, you can only use nouns in the game!
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DeXP
Publisher:
DeXP
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meaning word lase. is laser an english word. ase root word. the word lase. wordlase game. wordlase badge. wordlase steam.
wordlase steam badge

The visuals in this game alone are worth the $2. The graphics and artwork are very dark and mesmerizing, and the story
surrounding serves to accentuate the surreal atmosphere of the game. It's admittedly a very short game -- one playthrough was
about half an hour, and the full story requires two playthroughs, but even then it is still definitely worth buying.. Best choose
your own adventure videogame I ever played. RIP in pece Telltale.. Serviceable in all regards. The bullets are a little hard to
read sometimes from all of the colorful stuff flying around, but I just need to git gud.. I spent 99 cents for cat girl hairstyles in a
clicking game.

I regret nothing.. Great app, best money ive spent in a while. Boor is a bore.

This game wishes it was Fez, or Inside, or Limbo. I can see that the developers were shooting for the stars, but Boor lacks the
puzzles and the atmosphere that made the games it imitates, great.

Skip unless you truly love puzzle platformers.. Pretty fun game, works well. I don't see why these negative reviews are so
prevalent. It's really fun. :P
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I actually played this for quite some time, even though Steam apparently stopped counting after 0.4 hours. As much as I wanted
to like this game and get into the comedy side of it, I just couldn't. I came into the game expecting a point-and-click adventure
like my childhood game Grim Fandago, maybe I was aiming too high. I didn't really find much of the witty comments or any of
the jokes that funny, I actually only remember giggling once in the game. Obviously this is a personal opinion of the game, some
people will like it, some will not. Cannot recommend a game that relies on comedy, but is not funny.. A pretty good detective
game with pretty good story. Not too long aswell. Great gameplay and decent graphics for that time. Get it on sale for sure!.
Truthfully, the reality TV setting was initially kind of a bummer... I definitly thought it was going to make the (already
pleasantly campy) story a little TOO cheesy.

I ended up acting as bat-sh*t crazy as any of those reality TV stars in real life: "BUT if I choose, Becky, she might backstab me
and vote me!!! But will be BFF be mad at me if I choose her over my BF? I'm not here to make friends, I'm here to WIN!"

Whether it's a case of human-nature or of good story development, I was actually quite gripped. Without giving away too many
spoilers, you also gradually learn the gravity of your choices and the show/situation to the greater public.

Also I got to bang Robert Pattison. 10/10 will shame-bonk vampire♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥again.. It is lik Goat sim but so much betta
(and not like goat sim). It is a great experience. But why so short... Q.Q

I would like to know more about the story. Good job so far guys.. This is a quick-playing fun, slightly psychodelic roguelike
game. It's very simple -- if an enemy touches you, you die. If you touch your enemy first, he dies. Collect as much treasure as
you can, get power-ups for special effects, and keep going for as long as you can. Games (at least for me) tend to last on the
order of minutes, but you might do better.

It's a bit mind-bending, and you may die a few times before you figure stuff out, but I do recommend it.. NEVER BUY THIS
GAME
THE PRICE WENT UP FROM ABOUT 2-5$ TO THIS♥♥♥♥♥♥br>ITS SUCKS HORRIBLE GAMEPLAY AND
EVERYTHING
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